
Identifying 
Critical Vendors:

Your critical vendors provide products or 
services which your organization is highly 
dependent. 
Many are challenged with establishing standards to 

identify their critical vendors. There are questions 

you can ask to determine if a vendor is critical or 

non-critical.  

QUESTION 2
Would the sudden loss of this 
vendor impact our customers?

The following 3 questions may also be 
applicable to some organizations:

QUESTION 6

Would this vendor’s failure 
cause significant harm to our 
organization’s brand or reputation?

QUESTION 4
If we need to involve a different vendor 
or bring the outsourced activity in house, 
will this require a significant amount of 
finances, resources or time?

QUESTION 1
If we abruptly lost this vendor, 
would there be a significant 
disruption to our organization?

QUESTION 5
If this vendor failed to provide its 
products or services, would our 
organization be subject to regulatory 
scrutiny, enforcement actions or fines?

QUESTION 3
If the time to restore service 
required more than 24 hours, 
would there be a negative 
impact to our organization?

If you answer “Yes” to one or 
more of these questions, that 
vendor is critical. 

It’s a good idea to consult with your information 
security team, vendor owners and even the 
business continuity manager to make this 
determination of whether the vendor is critical.

You’ll also want to ensure that this critical 
determination is made consistently and objectively 
so you can develop contingency plans. 

Be sure not to confuse critical with high risk, as these are two distinct terms. Critical vendors 
are determined based on how they’ll impact business operations, while high-risk vendors are 
rated based on the level of inherent risk associated with the product or service. Inherent risk is 
the risk a vendor poses before any efforts are made to reduce or mitigate the risk. 

Although most critical vendors are high risk, it’s also possible for a critical vendor to have a 
low or moderate level of risk – think of your telephone company. Suddenly losing your phone 
provider would disrupt your business but this vendor may only be considered low or moderate risk 
because it doesn’t access sensitive data or directly interact with your customers.

6 FOOL-PROOF QUESTIONS

Determining Criticality 
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The following 3 questions should be asked for EVERY SINGLE VENDOR in your scope. 
It’s important that you don’t overlook any vendor, even if it can quickly be dismissed.

Core processor

Customer service call center

Network security provider

And, some organizations even 
include the postal service!

EXAMPLES OF 
CRITICAL 
THIRD PARTIES

Identifying your critical vendors 

is an important process that 

allows you to appropriately 

manage third-party risk 

throughout the relationship.
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Download free samples of Venminder’s vendor Control 
Assessments and see how they empower third-party risk 
professionals in mitigating risks. 
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